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Pay Limits for Steel Railing, TF-2
Pay Limits for Concrete Railing, TF-2

NOTES:

1. Spacing of joints in tube steel: 20 ft. min. to 40 ft. max.
3. 7/8 in. diameter x 1 ft. 6 in. round-head bolt in 1 in. diameter hole. Hole is to be slotted as required for expansion.
4. Spacing of rail posts: 4 ft. 0 in. min. to 7 ft. 6 in. max.
5. Distance from centerline of rail splice to centerline of rail post: 18 in. min to 30 in. max.
8. TF-2 railing is acceptable as MASH Test Level 5.
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QUANTITIES FOR ONE RUNNING FOOT OF RAILING
Concrete, class C 2.92 CFT
Reinforcing bars* 11.3 LBS

* Wt. of reinforcing bars doesn't include allowance for splices in longitudinal bars.
NOTES:

1. See Standard Drawing E 703-BRST-01 for reinforcing-bar bending details and notes.
2. All chamfered edges shall be 3/4 in.
3. 1 3/8 in. diameter holes for 1 1/8 in. anchor bolts.
4. All reinforcing bars designated E shall be epoxy coated.
5. Mill to bear flush with base plate prior to welding to ensure that the final position of the post is vertical.